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NNESNs. Lu et al. (2004) and Tung et al. (2011) indicated that 1500 frequent 

appearance words (FAV) � ll almost 90% of the vocabulary of the two textbooks of 

“Computer Organization and Architecture” in electrical engineering. � erefore, it 

is possible for anyone who has memorized merely 1500 words to read a technologi-

cal document in a foreign language, using his work experience and logical thinking. 

Many scholars claim that people intending to improve their command of a foreign 

language should read newspapers, which give multitudinous materials for reading. 

It is natural that one will � nd the most suitable materials to read and expand to 

other � elds. � erefore, keeping the FAV of foreign language in mind is the key to 

learning a foreign language.

Conclusions

� e enhancement and encouragement of utilizing OER can accelerate students’ 

knowledge communication and the globalizing pace of universities. � e presenta-

tions of computer graphics on OER website and so! ware can improve students’ 

conceptual understanding of professional knowledge. Instructors in NNESNs can 

improve students’ communication skills in English through the use of OER as 

well. In the same way, students in NESN are able to understand the knowledge 

and cultures of NNESNs through OER. � is study presented the practice of OER 

integrated teaching in a computer-aided classroom and students gave positive com-

ments in the questionnaire. � is integrative teaching may require some changes 

from students, instructors, and universities. � e association of content between 

OER and the textbook will be one of the most important activities for instructors. 

Distribution of correct OER website addresses is very important for students. Free 

blogs on the web may be another useful tool for instructors; they can easily post 

course material through processes as simple as using Microso!  Word and do not 

need to spend time for any settings of the server. � e application of the conceptual 

color plate analysis is good in qualitative and quantitative views of di" erent factors 

such as application of analysis and introduction of presentation.
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